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About This Content

A collection of Extra EN items including:

“Extra EN” - Earn additional EN (money) in the next battle.
“Extra EN x3” - Earn additional EN (money) in the next battle (3 time use.)
“Extra EN x5.” - Earn additional EN (money) in the next battle (5 time use.)

Happy shopping!

Use these items via the Setup\Items\DLC sub-menu from the Lobby.
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Genre: RPG, Strategy
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FURYU Corporation
Publisher:
Ghostlight LTD
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel i5 3.3 GHz or comparable

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or comparable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1100 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card
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I'd buy that for a dollar!
(or more, even...)

Edit
====
Two years later: Where's the bloody game, brah?. I think it's a fun game if you like the period. Gameplay can be really slow if
on foot, but having horses speeds it up a lot. The buffs and upgrades in regions were neat. It's a challenge to save every man in
your force, but fun if you take the time.
  Maybe it's the Southron in me talking, but it was a refreshing indie game experience.
  I look forward to more of Tilted Mill's future releases!. Game literally makes no sense, from the terrible english that explains
nothing, to mentioning a treasure or something that's never seen. Puzzles make no sense at all. One of my favorite parts is how
an electrical switch was reasonably placed in an underwater cave and still works.....because you know.....logic. Also you can hold
your breath forever, which is impressive. I love the skinny stick monster that's the least scary of all time, and who chases you so
slowly you ran turn around and jog backwards to get away from him. There was 1 cheap jump scare that got me. Game is good
for hilarious broken english to laugh at and trading cards.
2/10.. Runbow is an addicting, fun and very very colourful game. I'll say that.

ALSO WHY DO I LOVE THE MUSIC SO MUCH. \u53eamagic mirror \u4e00\u9996\u5c31\u503c\u4e86\uff0c would buy
again. I\u201d ve been waiting a long time for the second part of this interactive novel and let me tell ya, I definately wasn't
disappointed.

If you haven't read \u201cVersus: The Lost Ones\u201d I highly recommend that you read it first before beginning on this one.

 I was thoroughly surprised that the novel had a sort of \u201cpersonality test\u201d which really peaked my interest. As you
progress in the story, you'll be put in trials that question what type of person you really are. To my curiosity, the characters do
indeed react to your choices and even interpret why you picked those choices, which made interacting with them even more
interesting.

Better yet, the story was pretty lengthy so it kept me occupied for at least 3 days straight and I don't even think I\u201d ve
gotten the \u201creal\u201d ending. So this novel has plenty of replay ability.

Overall this novel has its \u201chorry\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 moments, the majority of
the characters in the story are unique and have a sense of life to them, and the novel itself makes you weigh in on who you are,
what your ideals are, and how you will react to the important situations as the story goes forth.
. Fun game, remined me of early day games. You are an alien trying to escape and have to go through some guardes. Its a very
easy game but fun if you are bored and don't know what to do.. Great little indie game. Clutch is a racing game like Need for
Speed with zombies, and blood.
Incredibly wittily.
. Chronology is your typical indie puzzle platformer, if there's such a thing - surprisingly evolved in some aspects, and rather raw
around the edges in others. On the one hand, visuals are charming, the music is very good and the puzzles are mostly neat - on
the other, the story and the characters are paper thin, the controls are unresponsive and the platforming in general is pretty bad.
Luckily, the focus is on the puzzles, so altogether Chronology leaves quite a good impression. Nothing sort of the brilliance of
Braid, but a solid entertainment, if a bit short (1.5-2 hours).
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As a person who played and enjoyed Deadly Sin II and Skyborn, I saw that this had come out and decided to give it the benefit
of the doubt. The dearth of reviews here also made me figure I would contribute.

Yes, this is an RPG maker game; but like DSII and SB, it has alot of custom content, probably moreso than most of the Aldorlea
games (though those are fine too). I can say this with some confidence since I used to make a RMXP game myself but which
never got finished due to my other projects.

Anyway; I will say that DS1 is considerably more rough around the edges than its successor, though I guess this is to be
expected.

After 5 hours of play (just done the desert) my slight issues include:
>> There is somewhat less freedom to build the party; for example, I built Teresa in DS2 as my prime DPS rather than my tank
(which was Carrion), because I could; but here, for example, Dory is the only real tank. Its also rather hard to pull aggro off
Winchester when Dory's biggest aggro pulling move requires 50 OD. Again though, this the hazard of playing the second game
after the first.
>> The plot just kinda happens to our good princess. I'm rather confused about her in general. On one hand, Lorelei seemingly
has some clarity of the coup de tat that deposed her (?) since she talks about it early on. However, she later asks Winchester why
he didn't tell her about the fact she was a princess. Perhaps I just missed or got confused over something there? Perhaps this will
all be cleared up later on in the plot though.

However, whats good:
+ Though I moaned about customisation; thats only because I'm spoilt, its still pretty decent and way more involved than most
RPG maker games. Only the other Dancing Dragon games and Doom & Destiny are comparable in the same category.
+ The character battle animations are good. They're nicely hand drawn and well implemented, and I know that can be a serious
pain in RPGmaker. Most of these games don't animate their actual characters at all (they just show the weapon\/attack
animation; and actually, that was my one big 'meh' point on Skyborn) so I give this a massive plus.
+ Progression feels about right; I tend to be the sort to wander round and get all the treasure, but rarely did I feel like it was
taking too long (except maybe a little towards the end of the desert).
+ Its dangerous carrying a massive treasury. A little thing, but all those mugging thief enemies actually became the bane of your
existence. The game tells you to carry your wealth in gems at one point, and you should listen! That said; WTF happens to the
gold they steal; you never get it back!?
+ Some other reviews comment on bugged maps and unbeatable bosses. Not seen any myself, though will update if I do.

Anyway; its worth it enough, at least for me. I would also check out the other games by this group and I hope that they release
an excellent DS3 or something eventually!. It's a shame that all you get from start\u0131ng up the game is a staring contest into
a white box on the screen. Literally nothing works albeit a ton of startup crash reports on the community pages. Unless the
developers get to deal with these issues, I recommend everyone to take this game off of their lists.. Great game! I really enjoy
games done by Darkling Room.. I am a Big fan of the stylized games and this game has a great story, the music is great and to
be honest the only thing i disliked was some of the puzzles later in the game, just because I was getting exasperated.
If you wanna play something cool, Go ahead and buy it.. Fun little underwater platformer,
complete with acid, mines and oxygen plants.
Question your sanity, under the sea!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XF79uX_u1Qw. I love this Game. Play with your keyboard ant its not that easy. Soundtrack
is great and pumping.. Bugs, broken quests, AI constantly backing away in fights. Worst of the series
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